
 

 

 

 

 

  

      Abstract— Internet hold the potential to transform the setting 

of services and information by making more attractive and creative 

which enhanced the productivity of e-business and 

communication. For the recent years, internet and web 

applications are gaining an innovative momentum as a computing 

paradigm for providing flexible and dynamic services on demand. 

On the other hand, the number of security vulnerabilities and 

dangerous security flaw has increased immensely due to its 

growing popularity and global distribution. To tackle these risks, 

networks require increased security protection. It is important to 

maintain a high level security to ensure safe and trusted 

communication of information between various organizations 

Internet application security protects the confidentiality, integrity 

and availability of resources in cyberspace. This paper gives an 

imperative analysis in the area of internet and web application 

security, the characteristics of some of the best known methods of 

art solutions for internet application security and their flaws 

Keywords —Internet services and application, Security, Security 

properties, Vulnerability 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

HE Internet carries an extensive range of information 

resources and services, such as the inter-linked hyper 

text documents and applications of the World Wide 

Web (WWW), the infrastructure to support email and peer-

to-peer networks for file sharing and telephony Web 

services and applications as a promising information 

technology, puts an advance in a new kind of information 

system common framework based Internet to users. It 

allows users remote call information among different 

department information systems and processes the data in 

the TCP/IP environment. Web services communication uses 

SOAP message as carrier. Therefore, Web services security 

communication must ensure the SOAP message end-to-end 

security Web services with the XML standard form a loose 

coupling application integration method, make the 

enterprise system form a kind of flexible business model, 

can adapt to the changing business environment [58].  

     There are many ways to protect a web application, such 

as implementing a secure coding practice, managing and 

having several layers of mechanisms that cover the failures 

of each other configuration, performing vulnerability 

assessment and deploying a web application firewall, but 

there is no silver bullet that it will protect the application 

entirely.  Web applications need a defense-in-depth 

approach to avoid and mitigate security vulnerabilities. This  
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approach assumes that every security precaution can fail, so 

security depends on having several layers of mechanisms 

cover the failures of each other. 

                                        

 
Fig. 1 Web Application outline 

 

     HTTP protocol, web server and server-side application 

development technologies (e.g., CGI, PHP, ASP), web 

browser and client-side technologies (e.g., JavaScript, 

Flash)are the components of  Web application stage which 

is a composite ecosystem .Web application built and acted 

upon such a complex infrastructure faces inherent 

challenges expressed by the features of those components. 

Current widely used web application development and 

testing frameworks, offer inadequate security support. Thus 

secure web application development is an error prone 

process and requires significant efforts, which could be 

implausible under time-to-market pressure and for people 

with insufficient security skills or awareness. As a result, a 

high percentage of web applications available in the Internet 

are under security vulnerabilities. A famous report [60] says 

that all most all of the websites on the Internet have had at 

least one serious vulnerability. Forced by the urgent need 

for securing web applications, a considerable amount of 

research efforts have been dedicated into this problem with 

a number of techniques developed for hardening web 

applications and mitigating the attacks. Many of these 

techniques make assumptions on the web technologies used 

in the application development and only address one 

particular type of security flaws; their prototypes are often 

implemented and evaluated on limited platforms. 

     Internet and Web Services Security should meet five 

basic objectives: identity authentication, permission 

Management, data integrity, confidentiality and anti- denial.  

Identity authentication is an authentication process in order 

to enable an entity confirms that the other one whether it is  

what one claimed entity; permission Management ensures 

that user which has the appropriate access permission will 

be able to access the appropriate services; data integrity 
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confirms that whether data had been disposed, it prevents 

data of transmission and stored process was tampered; 

confidentiality of information ensures that only specific 

users unlock encrypted message to obtain the original 

information; anti-denial ensures that the message can‟t be 

denied which had sent. 

     The state of the art in web application security, with the 

aim of analyzing the existing techniques into a big picture 

that promotes future research is described in this paper. 

Based on the theoretical security framework by Bau and 

Mitchell [8], This paper is organized into three components 

for implementation of the security of a web application. 

They are security property, system model and threat model 

Security property defines the feature of the web application 

behavior intended by the developers; System model 

explains how a web application works and threat model 

describes the power and resources attackers possess. Failure 

of fulfillment of the above security properties is the main 

cause of corresponding vulnerabilities. The existing 

research works is classified into three classes: security by 

protection, security by construction and security by 

verification which is based on their design principles and 

assurance of security properties in the web application 

II. INTERNET AND WEB APPLICATION SECURITY 

PROPERTIES  

      The World Wide Web is only one of hundreds of 

services used on the Internet. A secure web application 

should conserve   security properties. Under the given risk 

model, a secure web application has to assure desired 

security properties. The following threat model is usually 

measured: 1) web application itself is benign and hosted on 

a trusted and hardened infrastructure; 2) attacker is able to 

control or manipulate either contents or the sequence of 

web requests sent to the web application. State integrity 

means the application state should be kept unhampered. 

Logic correctness means the application logic should be 

executed correctly as planned by the developer. The 

victim‟s web session is hijacked and tampered by attacker, 

resulting in the violation of state integrity property. Input 

validity means the user input should be validated before it 

can be make use of by the web application; If the web 

application fails to hold the input validity property, a cross 

site scripting attack can be raised by the attacker to steal the 

victim‟s session cookie. Many countermeasures have been 

developed to secure web applications and defend against the 

attacks. These methods address one or more security 

properties and instantiate them into concrete security 

specifications or policies. The existing counter measures are 

organized into three classes [57]. They are 

 

      A. Security by protection 

     This classification aims in usually either place 

safeguards that separate the web application from other 

components in the Web ecosystem, or instrument the 

infrastructure components (i.e., language runtime, web 

browser, etc.) to monitor its runtime These techniques can 

be independent of programming languages or platforms, 

thus scale well. However, the runtime performance 

overhead is inevitably introduced. This also aim in behavior 

and identify potential exploits protecting a potentially 

vulnerable web application against exploits by building a 

runtime environment that supports its secure execution. 

 

      B. Security by construction 

      These techniques solve security problems from the root, 

so they are most robust. This method aims in constructing 

secure web applications, ensuring that no potential 

vulnerabilities exist within the applications and preserving 

the desired security property. 

 

     C. Security by verification 

     Techniques within this class can be applied to both new 

and legacy web applications. This method aims to verify if 

the desired security properties hold for a web application 

and identify potential vulnerabilities within the application. 

This procedure is also referred to as vulnerability analysis. 

Efforts have to be then spent to harden the vulnerable web 

application by fixing the vulnerabilities and retrofitting the 

application either manually or automatically.  
 

III.  WEB APPLICATION SECURITY PROBLEMS AND 

VULNERABILITIES 

     Security problems continue to infect web applications, 

allowing attackers to access sensitive data and exploiting 

web sites as a hosting ground for malware. Some of the 

major vulnerabilities are: 

      A . Cross Site Scripting (XSS) 

      XSS allows attackers to execute script in the victim‟s 

browser which can hijack user sessions deface web sites, or 

redirect the user to malicious sites .This type of flaws occur 

whenever an application takes an  untrusted data and sends 

it to a web browser without proper validation and escaping. 

[61] 

     B. Injection 

     Injection flaws, such as SQL, OS, and LDAP injection, 

occur when untrusted data is sent to an interpreter as part of 

a command or query in a web application. The attacker‟s 

hostile data can trick the interpreter into executing 

unintended and hacking commands or accessing 

unauthorized data [61] 

    C. Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) 

     A CSRF attack forces a logged-on victim‟s browser to 

send a forged HTTP request, including the victim‟s session 

cookie and any other authentication information, to a 

vulnerable web application. This allows the attacker to 

force the victim‟s browser to generate requests the 

vulnerable application are legitimate requests from the 

victim [61]. 

     D. Invalidated Redirects and Forwards 

     Web applications frequently redirect and forward users 

to other pages and websites, and use untrusted data to 

determine the destination pages without proper validation 

[61] 

E.Security Misconfiguration 

      Security depends on   having   a secure configuration 

defined for the application,   framework, web server, 

application server, and platform. All these settings should 
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be defined, implemented, and maintained as many are not 

shipped with secure defaults.[61] 
 

     F. Broken Authentication and Session Management 

    Application functions in a web application related to 

authentication and session management are often not 

implemented correctly. In this case it allow attackers to 

compromise passwords, keys, session tokens, or use  

implementation flaws to assume other users‟ identities [61] 
 

     G.  Failure to Restrict URL Access 

     Many web applications check URL access rights before 

rendering protected links and buttons. However, 

applications need to perform similar access control checks 

each time these pages are accessed, or attackers will be able 

to forge URLs to access these hidden pages anyway [61] 
 

     H.  Insecure Direct Object References 

     A direct object reference occurs when a developer 

exposes a reference to an internal implementation object, 

such as a file, directory, or database key. Without an access 

control check or other protection, attackers can manipulate 

these references to access unauthorized data [61]. 
 

      I.   Insecure Cryptographic Storage 

     Many web applications do not properly protect sensitive 

data, such as credit cards, SSNs, and authentication 

credentials, with appropriate encryption or hashing. 

Attackers may steal or modify such weakly protected data 

to conduct identity theft, credit card fraud, or other crimes 

[61] 
 

     J.   Insufficient Transport Layer Protection 

     Applications frequently fail to encrypt network   traffic 

when it is necessary to protect sensitive communications. 

When they do, they sometimes support weak algorithms, 

use expired or invalid certificates, or do not use them 

correctly [61]. 

 

IV. DIFFERENT STATE OF ART SOLUTIONS AND      

FEATURES 

     Some of the main web applications contain treats and 

security vulnerabilities which permit attackers to exploit 

them and organize attacks against them. Unchecked input 

validation is a major source of attacks at the web 

application. Many efforts have been made to shrink these 

attacks through various security mechanisms in the form of 

intrusion detection systems, encryption devices, and web 

application firewalls. These conservative security solutions 

frequently apply a signature based approach and are only 

effective therefore against „„well-known‟ security attacks 

where signatures are already present in the solution 

database. 

     Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) [61], 

Says that out of the major current top vulnerabilities are 

related to input validation. Many expensive security 

breaches to organizations can cause due to the failure to 

protect web applications from invalid inputs. . A hacker 

might be able to inject malicious code to bypass or modify 

the intended functionality of a program without the 

knowledge of user Hacking procedures can result in the 

theft of sensitive data, destruction of web sites, privilege 

escalation, and unauthorized access to a system. A vital role 

is played by Encoding schemes in misleading an attack 

vector and commonly facilitates the malicious intention of 

the hacker. Likewise there are many ways to launch SQL 

Injection attack.  

     Signature based solutions maintain a white and black list 

of processes. These contain the signatures of all kind of 

inputs and also those of malicious attack vectors. The use of 

such lists requires continuous updating of threat signatures. 

Failing to do so may result in limited or no protection 

against zero day attacks and the generation of too many 

false positive and false negative alerts or alarms [43]. 

Conventional or traditional security solutions such as web 

scanners provide the first line of defense against attack and 

detect well-known or already known security attacks using 

threat signatures. But Scanners lack semantics and are thus 

unable to make intelligent decision upon data leakage or 

business logic flaws [15]. This regularly results in false 

alarms to be raised and such approaches also fail to detect 

critical vulnerabilities [36]. 

      Moreover, most network solutions ignore the payload 

and only scan the headers of a user request. A huge amount 

of effort has put and expanded by the security industry to 

avoid these attacks through various state of the art security 

mechanisms in the form of scanners, intrusion detection 

systems, encryption devices, and firewalls. These measures 

have unfortunately so far been unable to achieve the 

security level that is necessary for web applications 

Network solutions are commonly ineffective against 

application level attacks due to a lack of information 

regarding the application context. The characteristics of 

some of the best known techniques of art solutions for web 

application security and their weakness are discussed here.  

 

A. Signature Based Intrusion Detection Systems 

(SIDS) 

      This type of detection mechanisms are functional at the 

both the network level and application level. All kinds of 

network traffic are analyzed at the network level. [62] At 

application level, its function is to monitor and control 

server logs [51]. Signature based intrusion detection 

systems use the signatures of already recognized and known 

attacks or vulnerabilities. Then it will apply raw pattern 

matching algorithms [9] to detect security threats and web 

application attacks. The drawback of signature based 

intrusion detection system is that Signatures of recognized 

or known attacks are mostly ineffective in preventing zero 

day attacks. The Security systems can be easily beaten or 

defeated by the polymorphic behavior of the attacks. 

Because of the rapid increase in the range and diversity of 

attacks, signature based IDS also face another challenge.  

For example, Snort has more than 2500 signature rules in 

their database [47]. Network intrusion detection systems 

also face problems to work with encrypted communication 

on the web [74]. It is  the  exponential increase in  signature 

rules that determined it. 

     Antunes and Vieira [4] put forward a defense-in-depth 

approach to secure Web applications. Auxilia and 

Tamilselvan [6] tried a n Anomaly detection using a 

negative security model in a web application. But it was 

found that it   provide only a partial solution and gives little 

protection against zero day attacks. Shar and Tan [55] 

provided a valid solution against Cross-Site Scripting 
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vulnerability in web applications. a user authentication 

protocol that influence  the short message service to thwart 

password stealing and reuse attacks was designed by Sun et 

al. [60] . Vimercatiet al. [64] developed a flexible solution 

for protecting the information accessible through Web 

applications by the help of an approach of credential-based 

access control and trust management.  

     Xu et al. [72] has proposed an approach for the 

automated generation of security tests. This approach is 

based on using formal threat models to sense Q3 invalid 

inputs. Duan et al. [17] highlighted an effective spam 

zombie detection system which monitors the outgoing 

messages from compromising machines in a network by 

detecting them. Several context based application intrusion 

detection systems [3] have the trouble of manually creating 

and updating the signatures in the database.  The issues 

related to identification of  theft  and  financial fraud 

vulnerabilities in  banks, healthcare sectors and in 

government entities are presented by Berghel et al. [11].  

    

      B.   Anomaly Based Intrusion Detection    Systems 

(AIDS) 

     Anomaly based IDS are generally unable to provide a 

fool proof solution to application level attacks .This is 

because such models are also used to secure database 

servers against SQL Injection attacks. Pinzon et al. [33] has 

anticipated multi-agent hybrid architecture for detecting 

SQL Injection attacks in web application. Chen et al. [11], 

has proposed an unsupervised learning frame- work named 

the „„community anomaly detection system‟‟ to detect 

threats found inside based on the access logs of systems. 

The detection ability of such systems however depends 

deeply upon the training of the data model. A poorly refined 

model reduces the performance of detection An anomaly 

detection technique that can automatically tune and 

optimize the values of parameters without predefining them 

through labeling was proposed by Song et al. [46]. 

Anomaly based intrusion detection systems analyze the 

behavior or manners of the input stream against a well-

known profile and classify all abnormal behavior as 

malicious [33].  

      Sheng et al. [56] has presented a behavior modeling 

approach .This approach   separates service features of web 

application into operational and control behaviors. This is 

done for the automated verification of web services Xuet al. 

[30] put forward an anomaly management framework for 

firewalls by implementing a rule-based segmentation 

technique. This has identified policy anomalies and an 

effective anomaly resolution was derived. . Liu et al. [35] 

presented a spam-detection framework. This framework 

helped in   detecting various kinds of Web spam, including 

novel ones. The spam detection approach works with the 

help of the user-behavior analysis. Fraiwan et al. [22] 

recommended a classification-based detection approach for 

the identification of web application attacks. This was based 

on the java script execution. Ultimately an ending was made 

by Rietta [45] that application level IDS are effective for 

detecting novel attacks but they are prone to high rates of 

false positives.  

 

    C.  Data Mining Techniques Or Statistical Intrusion      

Detection Systems (DMIDS) 

     Statistical Intrusion Detection Systems or Data mining 

techniques provide frameworks for the detection of web 

application attacks by the basis of statistical methods [67]. 

But they often fail however in analyzing malicious payloads 

by use of the application‟s context. These types of 

approaches lack the semantics that are required to 

understand the contextual character of an attack and its 

consequences. Various network based IDS [19, 46] used 

data mining techniques to find web application attacks. 

These methods judge character frequency and their 

occurrence probabilities in malicious data. Shahzad et al. 

[54] has contributed in building of a genetic footprint by 

drawing out the information in the kernel control blocks of 

a process to enable the detection of malicious processes at 

run time. Balzarotti et al. [7] developed a combination of 

static and dynamic analysis techniques for the identification 

of weaknesses in the refinement procedures of web 

applications that allow an attacker to bypass security 

controls. This investigation approach illustrates very limited 

effectiveness. That means it put custom sanitization 

procedures in place and classically produces many false 

positive results. Santos et al. [52] has put forward a method 

that is based on the frequency of opcode sequences in 

contrast to signature-based techniques of detecting 

malware. This can be used for the discovery of malware 

which other data-mining based approaches cannot detect.  

      Feng et al. [20], introduced a   security risk analysis 

model for the identification of the causal relationships 

among risk factors .The analysis of the complexity and 

uncertainty of vulnerability propagation were also done. 

Amin et al. [2] set up a new email-filtering technique which 

is based on email‟s persistent-threat and recipient-oriented 

features that outperforms traditional detection methods.. 

Yao et al. [73] has explained an anomaly detection 

methodology that uses a proximity graph and a Page Rank 

algorithm. Static analysis has demonstrated that it can 

detect taint-style vulnerabilities in web applications [32]. It 

provides a high analysis speed while generating a low 

number of false positives .however the scope of this 

approach is limited in terms of web application attacks and 

the methodology used. Stein et al. [59] developed the fuzzy 

versions of the Bayesian formulas to contract with the 

conflicting and inconsistent information between the data 

and preceding knowledge   

 

         D.  Ontology Based Intrusion Detection Systems 

(OIDS) 

     Ontology helps in reducing the large variety of concepts 

to a smaller list of properties. The exact specification of 

security know-how can also be helpful in improving 

prevention and reaction capabilities. Ontology-based IDS 

solutions are becoming exponentially used in information 

security of web application. Landwehr et al. [34] described 

a classified taxonomy of intrusion according to location, 

means and genesis. Raskin et al. [42] introduced ontology 

for the data integrity of web resources and promoted the use 

of ontologies for information security. They state that by 

using ontology, intrusive performance can be systematically 

described with any level of detail that is necessary. A 
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hierarchical model for the specifications attacks through the 

assessment of attack characteristics and attributes is 

considered by Ning et al. [37].  

     Ontology for detecting spam messages is used by Santos 

et al. [53] by capturing the context of an e-mail message 

and its internal semantics. The major problem in the 

systems mentioned earlier is that the ontology is just used to 

represent a simple representation of the attributes of the 

attack   McHugh [39] concentrated on the classification of 

attacks according to protocol layers. Guha and Mukherjee 

[31] focused on the analysis of each layer of the TCP/IP 

protocol stack as the groundwork for attack taxonomy.. The 

drawback of these systems is that they lack the reasoning 

ability which is very necessary to intelligently protect a 

system. This is because of their taxonomical structure and 

concentration on the network layer rather than application 

layer. Subsequently some of the most critical web 

application attacks are neglected by them. Denker et al. [14] 

tried to base the control access on an ontology that was 

developed in DAML and OIL [29]. Ontologies have not 

been effectively utilized because they are often limited in 

representing attack attributes only. 

     Eastlake et al. [16] also introduced an ontological model 

for intrusion detection of network layer attacks.   A concept 

of a target-centric ontology for intrusion detection and 

protection from network level attacks was proposed by 

Santos et al. [53]. From a taxonomy point of view, intrusion 

detection possesses characters, classifications and languages 

that intelligently illustrate instances of taxonomy and 

convey information regarding an attack or intrusion in web 

application. Hung and Liu [31] introduced a new approach 

for designing and developing an intrusion detection 

application by using an ontology. The system conveys the 

intrusion detection in terms of the end users domain and 

allows a non-expert person to model the intrusion detection 

system easily by using the terminologies and concepts of 

intrusion detection. The actual power and utility of the 

ontology is calculated by the facts that it can express the 

relationships between collected data and the use of such 

relationships to deduce particular data which represents an 

attack of a particular type [63].  

     Rowe et al. [50] introduced a behavior ontology that 

captured the user behavior within a given context and 

inferred the role of a user by using semantic-rule based 

methodology. An Ontology of Information Security is 

developed by Herzog et al. [28], which describes assets, 

threats, vulnerabilities, countermeasures and their relations.  

Querying and acquisition of new knowledge through 

inference and rule-based reasoning using OWL reasoner is 

also supported. But It does not address web application 

threats such as SQL Injection and XSS attacks. Fenz  et al. 

[21] concentrated on the utilization of a security ontology 

that can support the ISO/IEC 27001 certification and 

maintaining the security guide lines or policies. This work 

does not though actually deal with any web application 

vulnerabilities. W3C Semantic Sensor Network ontology 

using OWL 2 is presented by Compton et al. [13] to 

describe sensors and observations  

     The ontological approach helped to avoid any ambiguity 

and inconsistency in capturing safety and security 

requirements. Some better approaches by using an ontology 

to capture the domain knowledge of an application is given 

by Eastlake and Undercoffer et al. [17,63] but they carry 

some overhead due to lack of a viable search space 

reduction mechanism. Such solutions are usually provided 

in a general form for network level attacks and ignore web 

application attacks. Park and Kang [48] delivered an 

automatic rule acquisition procedure using rule ontology 

and explained that ontology-based rule acquisition approach 

works in a real-world application. A knowledge-based 

numerical mapping for nominal attributes that captures and 

quantifies their underlying semantics is explained by 

Domingo-Ferrer et al. [16] Arogundade et al. [5] developed 

ontology for the formal representation of eliciting safety 

and security requirements.  

 

V. CURRENT APPROACH: SEMANTIC BASED SYSTEMS 

     Semantic based systems are designed and developed to 

intelligently understand the application‟s context, behavior, 

the data and the nature of attacks which are possible where 

as state of the art technologies have proven ineffective and 

are unable to provide robust security mechanisms at the 

application level. Semantic systems validate the input to it 

at both the syntactic and semantic levels. Syntax based 

validation normally applies size or content restrictions. on 

the other hand, Semantic based validation mainly focuses or 

concentrates  on specific data types, formats and an 

understanding of potentially malicious commands 

according to their context and likely consequences. In 

current years such semantic approaches have proved 

promise in terms of providing rich representations of web 

application domain knowledge [23]. Rubiolo et al. [50] 

proposed a technique which was based on an Artificial 

Neural Network model. It is developed for knowledge 

discovery through ontology matching on the Semantic Web. 

Viswanathan and Krishnamurthi [63] introduced a 

personalization approach for making semantic relationship 

paths by capturing the user‟s interest level in various 

domains through their web browsing history.  

     Semantic annotations and ontology can also help us to 

capture the exact specification of a security model in order 

to improve its prevention and reaction capabilities [27, 32, 

63, 34, 42]. The concept of semantic observations and 

remarks was applied recently to develop an identity 

management system which was deployed as a firewall for 

protecting digital assets [1]. Intrusive behaviors can be 

systematically modeled to the required level of granularity 

.On the other hand the actual power and utility of this is 

determined by the articulacy of the ontology in modeling 

attack scenarios in a generalized way and at a certain level 

of abstraction. The ontology models developed in the 

preceding art mainly focused on lightweight representations 

of the attributes of the attacks in a taxonomic structure. The 

drawback of these systems is that these models seriously 

lack the necessary ontological modeling and subsequent 

reasoning capabilities. The semantic rules used in the 

semantic systems allow us to capture the context of the 

application, the attack and the protocol used. These rules 

are also utilized for reasoning in ontological models in 

order to detect complex polymorphic variations of web 

application attacks. Additionally such systems focus on 

applications within the network layer or access control 
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mechanisms for digital assets. The system is capable of 

detecting complicated attacks efficiently and effectively. It 

is practically done by analyzing the specified portion user 

requests where attacks can be possible.. Semantic approach 

is capable of representing shared understanding information 

in structured form about the concepts within a definite 

domain. [44] 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The major vulnerabilities that are existing in the 

network and the characteristics and weakness of various art 

solutions .Cyber security issues have increased 

exponentially in latest years .The survival of e-businesses 

and the privacy of individual‟s data are becoming 

increasingly a topic of research and discussion   This paper 

provided an ample survey of recent research details in the 

area of web application security and various state of the art 

solutions for security. We analyzed important security 

properties that secure web applications should be 

preserved.Keeping in view the emerging web technologies 

and extensive usage of highly interactive content over 

internet, also new types of attacks are always emerging, it is 

imperative to develop efficient security mechanisms for the 

web application security. [3].State of the art technologies 

have verified ineffective and are unable to provide robust 

security mechanisms at the application level. The semantics 

based detection system that has been developed seems to be 

effective in making intelligent decisions by keeping the 

context of a domain application in view 
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